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Subject: Construction
Title of the Lesson Plan: Buildings for Education
Course / Level: 11th grade (3rd class HTL)
L2 level for students/teacher: B1/B2
1. Learning outcomes

Knowledge: to know the needs of buildings that are used for
education
Skills: to be able to talk about architectural elements of buildings
for education that support the aims of the 21st century skills

2. Subject Content

Buildings for Education

3. Language Content / Communication
Vocabulary /Structures

Technical subject-specific language
General English BICS

Discourse type

description, argumentative

Language skills

B1/B2

4. Contextual (cultural) Added value of studying Buildings for Education through the
medium of English – Contend and Language skills get improved
element
5. Cognitive (thinking)
processes

remembering, identifying, defining things, analyzing

6. Activities

1) Puzzle
2) Placemat activity
3) Expert group

7. Methodology
Organization and class 1) Teacher-up-front – PowerPoint presentation (5 min)
distribution / timing
2) Individual work – Puzzle alone (15 min)
3) Pair – Puzzle in pairs (5 min)
4) Plenum – Puzzle in plenum (5 min)
5) Whole class – Watching video (10 min)
6) Group work – Placemat activity – question 1 (10 min)
7) Group work – Placemat activity – question 2 (10 min)
8) Teacher-up-front – PowerPoint presentation (5 min)
9) Individual work – Expert group – part 1 (10 min)
10) Group work – Expert group – part2 (10 min)
11) Plenum – Presentations of groups results (5 min)
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Resources / Materials

PowerPoint slides (projector needed)
Work sheet – Puzzle
Work sheet – Text 1
Work sheet – Text 2
Large sheets of paper for Placemat activity

8. Evaluation Criteria

Learners should know different architectural aspects of a building
that influence the learning outcome of students.

9. Evaluation
Instruments

Answering text related questions
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Student’s version
Puzzle
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Solution:
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Text 1
What the best education systems are doing right
The Finnish model: Extracurricular choice, intrinsic motivation.
In Finland, on the other hand, students are learning the benefits of both rigor and flexibility. The
Finnish model, say educators, is utopia.
In Finland, school is the center of the community, notes Schleicher. School provides not just
educational services, but social services. Education is about creating identity.
Finnish culture values intrinsic motivation and the pursuit of personal interest. It has a relatively
short school day rich with school-sponsored extracurriculars, because culturally, Finns believe
important learning happens outside of the classroom. (An exception? Sports, which are not
sponsored by schools, but by towns.) A third of the classes that students take in high school are
electives, and they can even choose which matriculation exams they are going to take. It’s a lowstress culture, and it values a wide variety of learning experiences.
But that does not except it from academic rigor, motivated by the country’s history trapped
between European superpowers, says Pasi Sahlberg, Finnish educator and author of Finnish
Lessons: What the World Can Learn From Educational Change in Finland.
“A key to that is education. Finns do not really exist outside of Finland,” says Sahlberg. “This drives
people to take education more seriously. For example, nobody speaks this funny language that
we do. Finland is bilingual, and every student learns both Finnish and Swedish. And every Finn
who wants to be successful has to master at least one other language, often English, but she also
typically learns German, French, Russian and many others. Even the smallest children understand
that nobody else speaks Finnish, and if they want to do anything else in life, they need to learn
languages.”
Finns share one thing with South Koreans: a deep respect for teachers and their academic
accomplishments. In Finland, only one in ten applicants to teaching programs is admitted. After a
mass closure of 80 percent of teacher colleges in the 1970s, only the best university training
programs remained, elevating the status of educators in the country. Teachers in Finland teach
600 hours a year, spending the rest of time in professional development, meeting with colleagues,
students and families. In the U.S., teachers are in the classroom 1,100 hours a year, with little time
for collaboration, feedback or professional development.

https://ideas.ted.com/what-the-best-education-systems-are-doing-right/
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Text 2
What the best education systems are doing right
The Korean model: Grit and hard, hard, hard work.
For millennia, in some parts of Asia, the only way to climb the socioeconomic ladder and find
secure work was to take an examination — in which the proctor was a proxy for the emperor,
says Marc Tucker, president and CEO of the National Center on Education and the Economy.
Those examinations required a thorough command of knowledge and taking them was a
grueling rite of passage. Today, many in the Confucian countries still respect the kind of
educational achievement that is promoted by an exam culture.
Among these countries, South Korea stands apart as the most extreme, and arguably, most
successful. The Koreans have achieved a remarkable feat: the country is 100 percent literate,
and at the forefront of international comparative tests of achievement, including tests of
critical thinking and analysis. But this success comes with a price: Students are under
enormous, unrelenting pressure to perform. Talent is not a consideration — because the
culture believes in hard work and diligence above all, there is no excuse for failure. Children
study year-round, both in-school and with tutors. If you study hard enough, you can be smart
enough.
“Koreans basically believe that I have to get through this really tough period to have a great
future,” says Andreas Schleicher, director of education and skills at PISA and special advisor
on education policy at the OECD. “It’s a question of short-term unhappiness and long-term
happiness.” It’s not just the parents pressuring their kids. Because this culture traditionally
celebrates conformity and order, pressure from other students can also heighten
performance expectations. This community attitude expresses itself even in early-childhood
education, says Joe Tobin, professor of early childhood education at the University of Georgia
who specializes in comparative international research. In Korea, as in other Asian countries,
class sizes are very large — which would be extremely undesirable for, say, an American
parent. But in Korea, the goal is for the teacher to lead the class as a community, and for peer
relationships to develop. In American preschools, the focus for teachers is on developing
individual relationships with students and intervening regularly in peer relationships.
“I think it is clear there are better and worse way to educate our children,” says Amanda
Ripley, author of The Smartest Kids in the World: And How They Got That Way. “At the same
time, if I had to choose between an average US education and an average Korean education
for my own kid, I would choose, very reluctantly, the Korean model. The reality is, in the
modern world the kid is going to have to know how to learn, how to work hard and how to
persist after failure. The Korean model teaches that.”

https://ideas.ted.com/what-the-best-education-systems-are-doing-right/
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Teacher’s version
1. Teacher presents PowerPoint slides #1
“We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.”
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2. Students solve Puzzle
At first each student alone, then in pairs, then resolution in plenum. Purpose: repetition
of known vocabs and acquiring of new ones.

Solution: COLLABORATIVE
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3. All watch the following video once:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkB72_KttPo&list=PLW46mOBpyqLRQeypsskGQenUxgcRVVQS_&ind
ex=11&t=105s
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4. Students get together in groups for a placemat1 activity.
a) First the groups discuss: “How does the ideal classroom look like for you?”
b) After the students have shared their ideas, the groups discuss next:
“What different learning situations do you know in the class room?”
Short discussion in group and plenum.
For this activity the second PowerPoint slide is show to hand the students some
vocabulary.

1

Details on placemat activity:
•

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Placemat_Activity

•

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/sssm/html/placematactivity_sm.html
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5. Teacher presents the last two PowerPoint slides
Purpose: Preparation for next activity
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6. Expert groups
Students get in pairs (group of 4 from placemat divided), each student receives, one
text (from student’s version) with the following tasks:
a) Read the provided texts
b) Underline the key words
c) Describe in your own words, how the given system works
d) Share with another group – discuss
e) What are the pros and cons? What do you prefer?

7. Homework
Short summary of Pros/cons and personal opinion
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